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Abstract

The possible use of $^{14}$CO measurements to constrain hydroxyl radical (OH) concentrations in the atmosphere is investigated. $^{14}$CO is mainly produced in the upper atmosphere from cosmic radiation. During transport to measurement locations at the Earth’s surface $^{14}$CO is oxidized by OH. In this paper, the sensitivity of $^{14}$CO mixing ratio measurements to the 3-D OH distribution is assessed with the TM5 model. Simulated $^{14}$CO mixing ratios compare reasonably well with atmospheric measurements taken at five locations worldwide. As a next step, the sensitivity of $^{14}$CO measurements to OH is calculated with the adjoint TM5 model. For our sensitivity calculations the adjoint methodology outlined in the paper offers computational advantages compared to forward model calculations. The results indicate that $^{14}$CO measurements, especially those taken in the tropics, are sensitive to OH in a spatially confined region. Moreover, the OH sensitivity at a certain location varies strongly over time due to meteorological variability. On average, $^{14}$CO measurements are about 5 times more sensitive to OH at high latitudes than to OH in the tropics. Moreover, the measurements are sensitive to OH in the main $^{14}$CO source region in the upper atmosphere. It will therefore be difficult to assign model-measurement discrepancies to either the $^{14}$CO source uncertainty or to the OH sink. Nevertheless, the large distance between the $^{14}$CO source region and the measurement locations should allow the retrieval of information on OH. Specifically, the sensitivity to OH in the lower atmosphere during a relatively short time span may offer the possibility to constrain local OH. These efforts will strongly depend on the number of measurements available and on our ability to accurately model the $^{14}$CO transport.

1 Introduction

$^{14}$CO is produced in the atmosphere by neutrons that are induced by cosmic rays. Neutrons are intercepted by nitrogen nuclei forming $^{14}$C via $^{14}$N(n,p)$^{14}$C (Libby, 1946).
Because of the interaction of the cosmic radiation with the Earth’s magnetic field, most of the production takes place at higher latitudes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS). $^{14}$C is rapidly oxidized to $^{14}$CO with a yield of about 95% (MacKay et al., 1963; Pandow et al., 1960).

Measurements indicate that the $^{14}$CO mixing ratio at the Earth’s surface ranges from less than 5 molecules cm$^{-3}$ (throughout the manuscript the measured and modeled $^{14}$CO concentrations are reported at standard temperature and pressure (STP)) in the tropics to more than 25 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP at high latitudes (Jöckel and Brenninkmeijer, 2002; Röckmann et al., 2002). In the UTLS region, close to the source region, mixing ratios increase up to 100 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1995; Jöckel et al., 2002). The low mixing ratios in the troposphere are mainly caused by the action of tropospheric OH that oxidizes $^{14}$CO to $^{14}$CO$_2$. Measurements in the atmosphere may therefore be used to indirectly estimate the abundance of OH (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1992; Jöckel et al., 2002; Mak et al., 1992; Mak and Southon, 1998; Manning et al., 2005; Volz et al., 1981). For instance, the seasonal variation of $^{14}$CO at high latitudes clearly signals the oxidizing action of OH in the local summer season. The lower mixing ratios in the tropics are caused by the higher abundance of OH in the tropics, and by the larger distance from the main $^{14}$CO production region (Jöckel et al., 2000; Mak and Southon, 1998).

Other factors also play a role. For instance, exchange between the stratosphere and the troposphere is most intense during springtime. Consequently, more $^{14}$CO enriched rich air enters the troposphere during this period, mainly at extra-tropical latitudes. Therefore, in order to use $^{14}$CO measurements to estimate tropospheric OH mixing ratios, an accurate description of the transport from the production regions to the measurement sites is required (Jöckel et al., 2000; Jöckel et al., 2002; Mak and Southon, 1998).

Due to its very low abundance, measurements of $^{14}$CO require very large air samples samples (typically 0.3–1.0 m$^3$), elaborate laboratory processing followed by both isotope ratio and accelerator mass spectrometry. Therefore, not many long-term mea-
Measurement records exist. From a 13-year long record sampled at Baring Head, New Zealand, and Scott Base, Antarctica, Manning et al. (2005) estimated short-term variations of about 10% in high-latitude Southern Hemispheric OH concentrations. Moreover, estimated OH concentrations were anomalously low after the eruption of Mt Pinatubo in 1991, and after extensive wild fires in Indonesia in 1997.

Earlier, Brenninkmeijer et al. (1992) had derived higher OH concentrations in the SH compared to the NH, based on the fact that the measured $^{14}$CO concentration in the NH are higher compared to the SH. $^{14}$CO 3D-transport model studies that account for the different stratosphere-troposphere exchange in both hemispheres, however, do not support such an interhemispheric asymmetry in the OH abundance (Jöckel et al., 2002; Mak et al., 1994).

First attempts to estimate the tropospheric OH concentrations from a climatology of $^{14}$CO (Jöckel et al., 2002) showed that the main difficulty is to separate the $^{14}$CO sources and sinks: an overestimate of modeled $^{14}$CO can be explained by either a higher tropospheric OH concentration, or by a lower source in the UTLS region.

Past efforts to estimate tropospheric OH mostly relied upon atmospheric measurements of methyl chloroform (1,1,1 trichloro-ethane, hereafter MCF), mainly because its source is better constrained (Bousquet et al., 2005; Krol and Lelieveld, 2003; Montzka et al., 2000; Prinn et al., 2005). Due to the phase-out of MCF following the Montreal protocol and its amendments, atmospheric MCF mixing ratios are declining rapidly and have reached current values of only a few parts per trillion. This implies that MCF will lose its usefulness as a species to determine OH concentrations in the near future (Lelieveld et al., 2006). Alternatives are urgently needed and in spite of the limits mentioned above $^{14}$CO may be a good candidate in view of its reliable production by natural processes (Brenninkmeijer, 1993). $^{14}$CO was successfully used as an OH calibration gas by Mak et al. (1994), who compared 2D model results to $^{14}$CO measurements. It was argued that the best estimates of tropospheric OH should be higher than the values used in the model, since $^{14}$CO was modeled about 20% too high. Later, the new OH estimates from recalibrated MCF measurements (Prinn et al., 1995) confirmed this
Apart from the uncertain source distribution of $^{14}$CO, other issues need to be studied. A single $^{14}$CO measurement is only sensitive to the OH concentration a few months prior to sampling, due to the short $^{14}$CO lifetime. Moreover, the sampled air mass has encountered a specific OH history along its trajectory from the source region to the sampling site. In contrast to longer-lived species like MCF, this means that a specific $^{14}$CO measurement is sensitive to OH within a relatively limited distance. Thus, information on local OH can be obtained, if the specific history of each sample in terms of atmospheric transport and OH oxidation is taken into account. Whereas this effect is in principle clear, it has never been precisely quantified.

In this paper the sensitivity of single $^{14}$CO samples to the OH-history will be explored. These sensitivities are calculated backward in time using the adjoint of the TM5 model. The outline of the paper is as follows. The TM5 $^{14}$CO version will be described in Sect. 2 and the result of forward simulations are described in Sect. 3. The development of the adjoint TM5 version is discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the sensitivity of single $^{14}$CO (and MCF) measurements to OH as calculated with the adjoint TM5 model. We finish with a discussion and conclusions in Sect. 6.

## 2 $^{14}$CO simulations

### 2.1 Model description

The TM5 model is a global chemistry transport model (CTM) that has the ability to zoom in over specific geographical regions (Krol et al., 2005). TM5 is an off-line model, which means that meteorological fields from a weather forecast model or a climate model are used to drive the model transport. For the current study, we employ a TM5 version without using the zoom capability and without chemistry, except for the oxidation of $^{14}$CO by OH. Meteorological fields are taken from the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast) model and coarsened as described in...
Krol et al. (2005). The 6-hourly forecast of the operational ECMWF model is used. The TM5 vertical layer structure comprises a sub-set of the 60 layers of the hybrid sigma-pressure system of the ECMWF model. The seasonally varying climatological OH fields constructed by Spivakovsky et al. (2000) are interpolated on a grid of 1° longitude and 1° latitude, and on 60 vertical levels. The high resolution OH field is coarsened to the TM5 resolution, which is taken as 6° longitude × 4° latitude and 25 vertical layers. Two-dimensional seasonally varying stratospheric OH fields are taken from the Mainz 2-D stratospheric model (Brühl and Crutzen, 1993). Apart from removal by OH, the small but significant dry deposition of $^{14}$CO is taken into account. Deposition velocities are calculated online during model integration based on Ganzeveld et al. (1998).

The production of $^{14}$C by neutrons derived from cosmic rays is strongly modulated by the solar modulation parameter ($\Phi$) (Lowe and Allan, 2002). This parameter, which is expressed in MeV, indicates the minimum amount of energy a cosmic ray particle must have to avoid being deflected by the heliospheric magnetic field during its traverse to Earth. Here we use the latitudinal and height dependent production distribution calculated by Masarik and Beer (1999). The production function was calculated for a heliospheric potential of 650 MeV (intermediate solar cycle conditions), and scaled to a global production of 1 molecule cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ (Jöckel et al., 2002). The modulation of the global source by the heliospheric potential is calculated according to formula (5) in Lowe and Allan (2002), which is also based on Masarik and Beer (1999). Monthly values of the heliospheric potentials are presented in Usoskin et al. (2005) and the potentials for 2005 are taken from http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/phi/ (Usoskin, personal comm.). The $^{14}$C source varies considerably during a solar cycle. During a solar maximum, heliospheric shielding potentials maximize and $^{14}$C production minimizes. Vice versa, $^{14}$C production maximizes during a solar minimum. Figure 1 shows the Heliospheric potential (Usoskin et al., 2005) and the corresponding $^{14}$C production efficiency over the 2001–2006 period. The abrupt transition from the solar maximum to the solar minimum in 2004 is clearly visible.
To calculate the $^{14}$CO production we assume a $^{14}$C to $^{14}$CO conversion rate of 0.95 (MacKay et al., 1963; Pandow et al., 1960).

2.2 Forward $^{14}$CO simulation results

Measurements of $^{14}$CO are being taken at several stations worldwide. For the past three years, biweekly samples have been collected at American Samoa Observatory (14.3° S, 170.6° W, 77 m), Westmann Islands, Iceland (63.5° N, 20.3° E, 30 m) and at Mauna Loa (19.54° N, 155.6° W, 3400 m). Two other sampling stations that take regular measurements are Baring Head, New Zealand (41.4° S, 174.9° E, 85 m), and Scott Base, Antarctica (77.8° S, 166.8° E, 200 m) (Manning et al., 2005).

Figure 2 shows hourly results at these five locations from a 6-year TM5 simulation (1 January 2000–1 January 2006). Only the $^{14}$CO that is produced by cosmic radiation has been simulated. The first simulation year was discarded as spin-up period. All tropical stations show minimum $^{14}$CO concentrations in local summer, and maxima in local winter. In the tropics (Mauna Loa, Samoa) simulated minima are about 3 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP. The simulated values during wintertime are much more variable and range from 5–15 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP.

High latitude stations show a more regular seasonal variation with generally less short-term variability. The least variable signals are simulated for Iceland and Scott Base, with summertime minima of about 4 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP and maxima at the end of the winter of about 13–17 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP.

In local winter, a high latitude reservoir of tropospheric $^{14}$CO builds up due to low OH and downward transport from the production region in the UTLS (Jöckel et al., 2002; Jöckel et al., 1999; Mak and Southon, 1998). Patches of air from this polar reservoir are transported equator-ward. This results in variability in the simulated $^{14}$CO concentrations at sampling sites at lower latitudes in winter, such as Baring Head, Samoa, and Mauna Loa. Likewise, air masses depleted in $^{14}$CO originating from the subtropics sometimes reach Iceland in winter. These northward transport events show
up as synoptic scale downward excursions of the simulated $^{14}$CO concentrations. Such events are not simulated for Scott Base.

The red lines and symbols in Fig. 2 represent the available measurements at the stations. For Iceland, Mauna Loa, and Samoa the measurements are still in the validation phase. For this preliminary analysis, outliers were removed by hand and a 3-point moving average was applied to the data. Data points for Baring Head and Scott Base represent samples that were collected during baseline sampling conditions (Manning et al., 2005).

Measured $^{14}$CO concentrations differ from modeled concentrations. Modeled $^{14}$CO values represent purely cosmogenic $^{14}$CO, while measured $^{14}$CO contains variable amounts of recycled $^{14}$CO due to CO production from natural volatile organic compounds (VOCs) or direct emission from biomass burning (Bergamaschi et al., 2001; Brenninkmeijer, 1993; Mak and Southon, 1998). To generate a measurement value that is representative for the cosmogenic $^{14}$CO only, we simulated $^{14}$C-free CO from direct fossil emissions and from oxidation of fossil CH$_4$. Fossil CH$_4$ was assumed to be 20% (340 ppb) of the atmospheric CH$_4$ burden (Lassey et al., 2007). The modeled fossil CO at the stations was subtracted from the measured CO concentrations (STP) and the $^{14}$C activity of the remaining biogenic CO was taken as 120 percent modern carbon (pmC) (Bergamaschi et al., 2001). This leads to a correction of roughly 1 molecule $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP for each 30 ppb of biogenic CO. Typical corrections for baseline conditions are 1–2 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP, with larger corrections in the Northern Hemisphere.

The comparison between the modeled and corrected $^{14}$CO measurements in Fig. 2 shows that the TM5 model is on average predicting too low $^{14}$CO concentrations STP at high latitudes. The blue symbols in the lower panels indicate the differences between measurements and model, which appear to be systematic in nature. The model captures the measured seasonal variations very well. The measurements at Samoa and Mauna Loa seem to confirm the enhanced wintertime variability as predicted by the model. The number of samples is too small to verify the model-predicted variability.
on the short timescales, however.

The assumed $^{14}$C source height distribution in the UTLS region is a critical factor in modeling the $^{14}$CO distribution (Jöckel et al., 2002). This distribution depends on the shielding potential and on the calculation method. In the current approach the distribution was calculated for one fixed shielding potential (650 MeV). The source distribution of Masarik and Beer (1999) calculates a relative large fraction of the $^{14}$C production in the stratosphere (62–66%, Jöckel et al., 2002). The underestimate of the model at high latitudes seems to indicate that the $^{14}$C source region is modeled at too high altitudes or that the source strength is underestimated. Also, the stratosphere-troposphere exchange in the model can be too weak. An alternative explanation – too high OH concentrations at high latitudes - seems less likely since the OH fields are consistent with MCF observations (Spivakovsky et al., 2000). Further analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future publication.

In general, the TM5 $^{14}$CO simulation seems to be realistic and well suited to address the main question of this paper: What is the sensitivity of a $^{14}$CO measurement for the OH distribution? Before addressing this question, the adjoint TM5 model will be introduced.

3 The adjoint TM5 model

The development of the adjoint TM5 model was initially motivated by the wish to apply variational data-assimilation methods to the optimization of trace gas emissions (e.g. CO$_2$, CH$_4$) using atmospheric measurements (Bergamaschi et al., 2006). The applicability of the adjoint TM5 model is, however, not limited to source optimization. For instance, the adjoint of TM5 has been used to determine the sensitivity of atmospheric measurements to (recent) upwind emissions (Gros et al., 2004; Gros et al., 2003). This sensitivity can be expressed by $\frac{\partial \chi(t, x)}{\partial E(t', i, j)}$ for an atmospheric concentration measurement $\chi$ at time $t$ and location $x$ and sources $E(i, j)$ that were emitted at times $t'$ before the sampling time $t$ ($i$ and $j$ represent the indices of surface grid boxes
in the model). The calculation of these sensitivities requires \( n_i \times n_j \) forward simulations in which the sources \( E(i, j) \) are perturbed one after the other. The same sensitivity matrix can be calculated with only one adjoint model simulation. To this end, the adjoint model is initiated with a pulse \( ad\chi(t) \) (with “ad” representing an active adjoint variable, see Appendix A) at the measurement site. After the release of the pulse, the adjoint model is integrated. The pulse \( ad\chi(t) \) generates an adjoint concentration field that spreads backward in time \( (t' < t) \) over the model domain. The adjoint concentration field is integrated in time for all surface grid-boxes to provide the adjoint emission field \( adE(i, j) \). Since transport is described in TM5 by linear operators, the following relation holds:

\[
\frac{\partial \chi(t, x)}{\partial E(t' < t, i, j)} = \frac{adE(i, j, t' < t)}{ad\chi(t, x)}
\]

The adjoint approach offers large computational advantages, if the sensitivity for emissions (in all model grid boxes) is required for only a limited number of observations (Houweling et al., 1999; Kaminski et al., 1999).

3.1 Adjoint transport

The adjoint code of the two-way nested zoom model TM5 has been constructed largely by manual coding (i.e. no automatic adjoint code generator was used). Details about the adjoint TM5 model are given in Appendix A. For the application described here, the zoom algorithm is not used and only the global model domain is active.

3.2 Adjoint \(^{14}\)CO oxidation

The adjoint TM5 model will be used to calculate the sensitivity of a measurement at a particular station to the 3-D OH distribution \( \frac{\partial \chi(t', j', k')}{\partial OH(t' < t, i, j, k)} \), stating that a measurement \( \chi \) in grid box \((i', j', k')\) and time \( t \) depends on the 3-D OH at times before the measurement was taken \((i, j, k \) denote the three dimensions of the model-array that contains
the OH distribution, which varies on a monthly timescale).

As outlined in the previous section, this sensitivity field can be calculated with only one simulation in the adjoint formulation. How should the adjoint model for $^{14}$CO oxidation be formulated?

The forward model formulation of the $^{14}$CO oxidation in each model grid cell by OH reads (grid box indices $i, j, k$ are dropped):

$$^{14}\text{CO}(t + dt) = ^{14}\text{CO}(t) - k\text{OH}(t)^{14}\text{CO}(t)dt \quad (2a)$$

$$\text{OH}(t + dt) = \text{OH}(t) \quad (2b)$$

Here, OH denotes the OH concentration (molecules cm$^{-3}$), $k$ is the second order rate constant (cm$^3$ molecules$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) for the reaction between OH and $^{14}$CO, and $dt$ (s) is the time step of the model. Both OH and $^{14}$CO are considered active model variables (see Appendix A) since we are interested in the sensitivity of $^{14}$CO to OH variations.

The tangent linear formulation reads:

$$d^{14}\text{CO}(t + dt) = d^{14}\text{CO}(t) - k\text{OH}(t)d^{14}\text{CO}(t)dt - k\text{dOH}(t)^{14}\text{CO}(t)dt \quad (3a)$$

$$d\text{OH}(t + dt) = d\text{OH}(t) \quad (3b)$$

The matrix formulation of the tangent linear model reads:

$$\begin{bmatrix} d^{14}\text{CO} \\ d\text{OH} \end{bmatrix}^{(t+dt)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 - k\text{OH}(t)dt & -k^{14}\text{CO}(t)dt \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} d^{14}\text{CO} \\ d\text{OH} \end{bmatrix}^{(t)} \quad (4)$$

The adjoint code is derived by transposing the forward matrix (Giering and Kaminski, 1998):

$$\begin{bmatrix} ad^{14}\text{CO} \\ ad\text{OH} \end{bmatrix}^{(t)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 - k\text{OH}(t)dt & 0 \\ -k^{14}\text{CO}(t)dt & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} ad^{14}\text{CO} \\ ad\text{OH} \end{bmatrix}^{(t+dt)} \quad , (5)$$
where $\text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}$ and $\text{adOH}$ are adjoint model variables. The adjoint code then reads:

$$\text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}(t) = \text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}(t + dt) - k\text{OH}(t)\text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}(t + dt)dt \quad (6a)$$

$$\text{adOH}(t) = \text{adOH}(t + dt) - k^{14}\text{CO}(t)\text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}(t + dt)dt \quad (6b)$$

The $\text{ad}^{14}\text{CO}$ variable tracks the adjoint $^{14}\text{CO}$ field that is generated by a pulse released at a measurement station. This pulse is transported backward in time in the adjoint model and is chemically destroyed by OH, similar to $^{14}\text{CO}$ in the forward model. The adOH field accumulates the product of the forward $^{14}\text{CO}$ field ($\text{kg m}^{-3}$) and the adjoint $^{14}\text{CO}$ field ($\text{kg}^{-1}\text{m}^3$), multiplied by $kdt$ (molecules$^{-1}\text{cm}^3$). The units of adOH are therefore (molecules$^{-1}\text{cm}^3$). The adOH field can be integrated over arbitrary time intervals and spatial domains. In practical applications the monthly integrated adOH values can be used to optimize monthly OH fields.

Note that the forward $^{14}\text{CO}$ field has to be available during the adjoint integration. To accomplish this, the forward $^{14}\text{CO}$ fields are stored during the forward model integration. The sensitivity of a $^{14}\text{CO}$ measurement to OH now follows, equivalent to Eq. (1), from:

$$\frac{\partial \chi(t)}{\partial \text{OH}(i, j, k)} = \frac{\text{adOH}(i, j, k)}{\text{ad}\chi(t)}, \quad (7)$$

which states that the adjoint OH field calculated for a unit pulse $\text{ad}\chi(t)$ at the measurement location represents the sensitivity of a measurement at that location and time to the 3-D OH field.

The correct implementation of the adjoint version of TM5, including the $^{14}\text{CO}$ oxidation scheme, was verified by applying the adjoint test as outlined in the Appendix.

3.3 Adjoint OH simulations

Adjoint simulations are initialized by the simultaneous release of $^{14}\text{CO}$ pulses at five measurement stations (Iceland, Mauna Loa, Samoa, Baring Head, and Scott Base).
The size of the pulses is not critical in the tangent linear approach and we use equal pulses of 2.5 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP at all five stations, which are added during a three-hour period. Figure 3 depicts the 3-D adjoint OH field (adOH, see Eq. 6) that results from a release at 1 January 2006 after 20 days and after one year of integration backwards in time. Note that for clarity only values between the surface and 300 hPa are shown.

For visualization, scaling with grid-box air masses is applied to the resulting 3-D adOH field. The necessity of this air mass scaling can best be understood from Eq. (7). In the equivalent forward sensitivity calculation, the 3-D OH field would be perturbed grid-box by grid-box. A normal procedure is to add a small fixed amount $d$OH (e.g. $10^4$ molecules cm$^{-3}$) to the OH concentration in each grid-box and to calculate the impact $d\chi$ of this perturbation at the measurement stations. Since the grid-boxes in the model are not of equal size, this procedure implies larger perturbations (counted in molecules OH) in large grid-boxes, simply because the amount of OH added scales with the air mass that is present in each grid box. The variation in the air masses over the grid-boxes should be taken into account when the adjoint OH field is visualized. The unit of the visualized adjoint OH field is therefore (cm$^3$ molecules$^{-1}$ (kg air)$^{-1}$). The sign of the sensitivity is negative since lower OH leads to higher $^{14}$CO. A larger absolute value of the adjoint OH-field implies that less OH is needed to cause a signal at the measurement sites (i.e. that the sensitivity to OH is larger).

The most striking feature of Fig. 3 is the strongly localized character of the OH sensitivity in the tropics. Even after a one-year integration the sensitivity of the different stations in the tropics can still clearly be discerned. In fact, the tropospheric sensitivity does not spread out much further in the tropics after the initial 20 days. This behavior is strongly linked to the $^{14}$CO lifetime. Equations 6a and b contain the factors that control the magnitude of the adOH field. These factors are:

1. The ad$^{14}$CO field generated by the pulses released at the measurement stations (Eq. 6b). This field is subject to removal by the reaction with OH (Eq. 6a)
2. The $^{14}$CO field from the forward model integrations (Eq. 6b)

3. The reaction rate $k$ (Eq. 6b)

Apart from these factors, transport also plays an important role. Zonal transport at the poles leads to fast mixing due to the small circumpolar distances. As discussed above, due to higher OH in the tropics and the great distance of the tropics from the source region, the tropical $^{14}$CO field from the forward model integration shows smaller concentrations than at high latitudes. Higher OH also implies a faster removal of the ad$^{14}$CO field (Eq. 6a).

Figure 4 shows the vertically integrated adOH field, again expressed per kg air. The field is shown after 20 days of integration (left panel) and after one year of integration (right panel). Note that the yellow/red colors correspond to high sensitivity. The longer integration has mainly an impact on the adOH field at higher latitudes. But even at high latitudes the signal of the first 20 days around the measurement stations remains visible. The higher sensitivity towards the poles is again explained by the longer lifetime of the adjoint $^{14}$CO field (lower OH) in combination with a higher value of the $^{14}$CO field from the forward simulation.

The $^{14}$CO field from the forward simulation maximizes in the source regions around the high-latitude tropopause. Although the ad$^{14}$CO field generated by the pulses is rather quickly oxidized in the lower atmosphere, a part of the ad$^{14}$CO tracer is transported upward and will reach the $^{14}$CO source region. This is especially true for the high latitude winter season when the $^{14}$CO lifetime is long. Due to the pressure dependent rate constant between OH and $^{14}$CO, the lifetime of $^{14}$CO is rather long in the UTLS region (Jöckel et al., 2000). The lingering ad$^{14}$CO field, combined with the high values of the forward $^{14}$CO field, integrates (Eq. 6b) to high values of adOH, as shown in Fig. 5. In the tropics the sensitivity is generally much lower. The first 20 days of the integration are not considered in the plot of the zonally integrated adOH field. From Fig. 4 (left panel) it is clear that a zonal integration would put much emphasis on the Scott Base station that is located close to the South Pole.
The lower panel of Fig. 5 integrates the adOH field (after one year, and now including the first 20 days) over atmospheric boxes of about equal mass. Due to these equal masses, the scaling is no longer necessary and the numbers represent \((\text{adOH})^{-1}\) in the unit \(10^6\) molecules cm\(^{-3}\). Note that these numbers have been obtained by spatial integration of adOH and subsequent inversion of the result. These numbers can be interpreted as the OH perturbations needed to cause the pulses at the measurement stations (see Eq. 7). The network of five stations is 4-6 times more sensitive to OH perturbations at high latitudes than to similar perturbations in the tropics.

Figure 6 shows the convergence of the inverse, globally integrated adOH field, in the unit \(10^6\) molecules cm\(^{-3}\) as a function of time. Convergence is reached when the released pulses are completely oxidized (Eq. 6b with vanishing ad\(^{14}\)CO). The global integral clearly reflects the lifetime of \(^{14}\)CO (about 2 months). The final value of the global integral (\(-0.02 \times 10^6\) molecules cm\(^{-3}\) for pulses of 2.5 molecules \(^{14}\)CO cm\(^{-3}\) STP at five stations) suggests a high sensitivity of the \(^{14}\)CO network for global OH that should allow the detection of changes in global OH. One should realize, however, that this sensitivity is mostly at higher latitudes and for a large part in the stratosphere (see Fig. 5).

Up to now, results from a single pulse released at five stations have been analyzed. However, the fate of the pulses just after release depends strongly on the meteorological situation. As an example, a period is selected (4 July 2005–8 July 2005) in which the simulated \(^{14}\)CO concentration varies strongly at the Samoa measurement location. Simulated concentrations at Samoa change from 13.3 molecules \(^{14}\)CO cm\(^{-3}\) STP at 5 July (00:00 GMT) to 6.9 molecules \(^{14}\)CO cm\(^{-3}\) STP at 8 July (00:00 GMT) (see Fig. 2). Figure 7 shows the calculated adjoint OH fields from two separate pulses released at Samoa at those times. The 8 July pulse is mainly sensitive to tropical OH. This could be expected from the low \(^{14}\)CO concentrations that signals a tropical air mass. In contrast, the July 5 pulse is also sensitive to high latitude OH. The high \(^{14}\)CO concentrations in the forward simulation is clearly caused by transport from the \(^{14}\)CO pool that is present at high latitudes in winter. Apparently, the sensitivity of a single
$^{14}$CO measurement to OH depends strongly on the air mass from which the sample is taken. Figure 7 illustrates that in a tropical air mass a measurement is sensitive to OH close to the measurement location. In an air mass that originates from high latitudes, the measurement has additional sensitivity to OH at these higher latitudes. To highlight the sensitivity of $^{14}$CO measurements to the local OH concentration and the variability in this sensitivity, Fig. 8 shows the convergence of $(\text{adOH})^{-1}$ for a $^{14}$CO pulse released at five consecutive days. The adOH field is integrated over a relatively small tropospheric box (see legend). Convergence in this lower tropospheric box is rather fast, and the corresponding sensitivity of the Samoa measurement to local OH relatively low ($–3.7\pm0.8\times10^6$ molecules OH cm$^{-3}$ for a pulse of 2.5 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP). The OH sensitivity shows a high variability that is linked to – but is not entirely determined by – the forward $^{14}$CO mixing ratio at Samoa at the time the pulse is released.

The sensitivity of a $^{14}$CO measurement also depends on the season in which a sample is taken (not shown). During the high latitude winter season, released pulses survive oxidation for longer periods, which implies that the adjoint $^{14}$CO field contributes to the adOH integration longer.

Finally, we want to compare the OH sensitivity of $^{14}$CO measurements to the sensitivity of MCF measurements. Thus, we released MCF pulses (an arbitrary amount, since we are primarily interested in the distribution of the adOH field) instead of $^{14}$CO pulses at the five measurement stations. Since the lifetime of MCF is much longer than that of $^{14}$CO (5 years compared to two months), we assumed a well-mixed forward MCF field (of an arbitrary fixed concentration) in the integration of the adOH field. In practice, $^{14}$CO(t) was replaced by a constant in Eq. 6b. Moreover, the pressure dependent rate constant of the OH $+$ $^{14}$CO reaction was replaced by the temperature dependent rate constant of the OH $+$ MCF reaction. Figure 9 depicts the resulting adOH field after four years of integration. Note again that we focus here on the distribution of the sensitivity rather than on the absolute values. Compared to $^{14}$CO, the vertically integrated adOH field from MCF (right panel) shows a much higher sensitivity in the tropics. Moreover,
the sensitivity is more spread out, although the higher sensitivity close to the release points can still be discerned after four years of integration (but is sometimes blurred by the effects of orography). The zonally integrated adOH field (as for $^{14}$CO, the first 20 days are not considered in the zonal plot) shows that the sensitivity of MCF to OH is mainly controlled by the temperature dependent rate constant. An important factor here is the long lifetime of MCF compared to the atmospheric mixing time, which causes a rather well mixed adMCF field some months after the release of the pulses. As a result, the backward integration of the adOH field depends only on the spatial distribution of the rate constant $k$ (Eq. 6b).

4 Discussion and conclusions

The modeled distribution of $^{14}$CO in the period January 2001-January 2006 shows that tropical sites are characterized by large variability. In contrast, the high latitude sites show a very regular seasonal cycle. The observed and simulated maxima in winter and minima in summer are a clear effect of the summertime oxidation by OH. The variability at the tropical sites is explained by the formation of a high latitude pool of $^{14}$CO in the winter. For a mid-latitude station like Baring Head ($41^\circ$S) more variability is simulated compared to a high latitude station like Scott Base ($78^\circ$S).

Measurements confirm this picture. Manning et al. (2005) report that the concentration difference between Scott Base and Baring Head is generally smaller than 1 molecule cm$^{-3}$ STP, except in October during the seasonal maximum. This is in excellent agreement with our simulations, presented in Fig. 10. This figure shows that the variability in the Scott Base – Baring Head concentration difference maximizes in September–November, i.e. the period of the largest latitudinal gradient in $^{14}$CO.

The wintertime variability increases towards the equator, which is confirmed by the preliminary $^{14}$CO measurements from Samoa and Mauna Loa, and by earlier measurements from Barbados (Mak and Southon, 1998), Alert and Spitsbergen (Röckmann et al., 2002) and from ship cruises (Manning et al., 2005). When interpreting $^{14}$CO mea-
measurements, one should therefore be aware of the fact that a single measurement is possibly only a snapshot of a highly variable concentration field.

The main focus of this paper is on the sensitivity of single $^{14}$CO measurements to the 3-D OH field. Calculations with the adjoint TM5 model lead to the following conclusions:

- $^{14}$CO concentrations, especially in the tropics, are sensitive to OH relatively close to the measurement station
- The sensitivity depends strongly on the origin of the air mass transported to the station
- $^{14}$CO concentration measurements of the current measurement network are about 5 times more sensitive to high latitude OH than to tropical OH and show sensitivity to OH in the UTLS region at high latitudes

The high local sensitivity to tropical OH close to the measurement stations implies that a change of OH in the tropics influences the $^{14}$CO concentration only in a spatially confined region. In contrast, a change in OH in the $^{14}$CO source region will affect the $^{14}$CO field in a more or less uniform way. The calculations for Samoa indicate an average OH sensitivity of about $3.5 \times 10^6$ molecules cm$^{-3}$ for a 2.5 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP $^{14}$CO pulse (Fig. 8). The $^{14}$CO measurement accuracy is however about a factor of 5 better (0.5 molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP). This implies that tropical OH upstream of a measurement can be determined locally from a single $^{14}$CO measurement with a maximum achievable accuracy of about $0.7 \times 10^6$ molecules cm$^{-3}$. Sensitivities at high latitudes are a factor 4–6 larger.

Whether or not it will be possible to use $^{14}$CO measurements to constrain OH will thus depend on our ability to accurately model the $^{14}$CO transport. Critical issues are not only the transport of $^{14}$CO from the source regions to the lower troposphere (like stratosphere-stratosphere exchange), but also the transport during the last few days prior to the sampling. Modern tracer transport models show increased capabilities to
simulate these processes accurately and consequently offer new possibilities to explore $^{14}$CO measurements.

The sensitivity of $^{14}$CO measurements to OH contrasts strongly with the sensitivity of MCF measurements. A comparison of Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 shows that an MCF measurement is much more sensitive to tropical OH. The adjoint formulation of the problem offers an explanation. The factors that control the differences are the rate constant (pressure dependent for $^{14}$CO + OH, temperature dependent for MCF + OH), and the lifetime (much shorter for $^{14}$CO). Moreover, the high sensitivity of the $^{14}$CO concentration to high latitude UTLS OH is caused by the high $^{14}$CO concentration in the source region.

A logical next step following this study will be the exploration of the available $^{14}$CO measurements in a data-assimilation approach. In such a framework, both the sources and sinks of $^{14}$CO are optimized by minimizing the differences between measurements and model predictions. This will give a more definite answer to the question how the $^{14}$CO measurements constrain OH. Based on the current study it can be concluded that constraints on tropical OH will have a rather local character.

Appendix A

The adjoint TM5 model

The adjoint transport model TM5 accounts for the fact that TM5 allows two-way nested zooming. However, the current study does not use the zoom capability.

As described in more detail in (Krol et al., 2005), TM5 uses operator splitting with separate subroutines for x,y,z-advection, chemistry, emission, and vertical transport (convection and diffusion). This modular structure of the forward model is used to construct subroutines that are the adjoint of the forward routines. In this way, the correct coding of the various routines could be checked by dedicated testing routines.

Variables in the adjoint model are either active or inactive (Giering and Kaminski,
Active variables represent those variables that are used in the calculation of the
tangent linear derivatives (e.g. the adjoint concentration field (adrm) and the adjoint
emissions (adE) from Sect. 3). Inactive variables must be identical in the forward and
adjoint integrations. Examples are temperature, humidity, and winds. In an offline
model like TM5 these inactive variables are stored in files and the adjoint model simply
reads the same files as the forward model.

The adjoint code follows directly when the forward model is written in the form of
matrices (Giering and Kaminski, 1998). The adjoint code follows by simply taking the
transpose of these matrices. This procedure has been followed for the TM5 model.

A rigorous and general way to check the correct coding of the adjoint model uses a
general property of a linear model:

\[
\langle Lx, y \rangle = \langle x, L^T y \rangle \quad (A1)
\]

Here \( L \) denotes the tangent linear forward model and \( L^T \) the adjoint of the tangent
linear model. Since the TM5 transport model (in the absence of any chemistry) is a
linear model, it represents already the tangent linear model. \( x \) denotes the model state
(all active variables) and \( y \) is the adjoint model state, and \( \langle \rangle \) denotes an inner product.
A correct coding of the adjoint implies that the equality of Eq. (A1) holds for any state \( x \)
and \( y \). Note that Eq. (1) from the main text is just a specific case of Eq. A1 with \( x \) being
zero apart from \( \partial E(t' < t, i, j) \) and \( y \) being zero except from \( \text{ad}_x(t, x) \). The adjoint TM5
was tested with a random choice of the forward (\( x \)) and adjoint (\( y \)) states. The equality
of equation (A1) was verified to be correct up to \( O(10^{-14}) \) for integration times of up to
1 year.
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Fig. 1. (crosses, left axis) Monthly values of the shielding potential (Usoskin et al., 2005). (solid line, right axis) $^{14}\text{C}$ production rate calculated from the shielding potential as described in Lowe and Allan (2002).
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Fig. 2. TM5 simulated hourly cosmogenic $^{14}$CO concentrations (STP) at five measurement stations for Jan-2001 up to Jan-2006. For Iceland, Mauna Loa, and Samoa, a preliminary comparison to measurements that are taken about once every two weeks (red lines, 3-point smoothing applied). For Baring Head and Scott Base a comparison to individual data points is made (red crosses). The blue crosses represent the differences between measurements and model. The measurements were corrected for the recycled $^{14}$CO fraction.
Fig. 3. Surface contour of the adOH field after 20 days of integration (left) and after one year of integration (right). Pulses of 2.5 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP were released at the five measurement stations (Iceland, Mauna Loa, Samoa, Baring Head, Scott Base). The colored contour value amounts to $-2 \times 10^{-23}$ cm$^3$ molecules$^{-1}$(kg air)$^{-1}$. The minimum value of the field amounts to $-71 \times 10^{-23}$ cm$^3$ molecules$^{-1}$(kg air)$^{-1}$. The domain runs from the surface to about 300 hPa.
Fig. 4. Mass-weighed vertically integrated adOH field, see caption Fig. 3. Left: the adOH field after 20 days of integration. Right: after one year of integration. The black arrows in the leftmost panel indicate the locations where the $^{14}$CO pulses were released.
Fig. 5. Upper panel: Mass-weighted zonal integral of the adOH field. For clarity, the first 20 days of the adjoint integration are not considered. Lower panel: The inverse of the adOH field after one year (including the first 20 days), integrated over boxes of about equal mass in units $10^6$ molecules cm$^{-3}$.
Fig. 6. Convergence of the adOH integration.
Fig. 7. Mass-weighted vertically integrated adOH field for a single pulse (2.5 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP) released at Samoa. Left: pulse released at 5 July 2005, 00:00 GMT. Right: pulse released at 8 July 2005, 00 GMT. The concentration in the forward simulation amount to 13.3 and 6.9 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP, respectively.
Fig. 8. Convergence of the $(\text{adOH})^{-1}$ integrated over an atmospheric box around Samoa (180°E–156°E, 34°S–6°S, surface-500 hPa) for pulses of 2.5 molecules $^{14}$CO cm$^{-3}$ STP released at five consecutive days at Samoa. The values in parenthesis correspond to the simulated concentration at Samoa (molecules cm$^{-3}$ STP).
Fig. 9. The adOH field calculated for methyl chloroform (MCF) pulses released at the five measurement stations after 4 years integration. The required field from the forward simulation (Eq. 6b) is assumed to be well mixed. Left: Mass-weighted zonal integral, excluding the first 20 days (compare to Fig. 5). Right: Mass-weighted vertical integral (compare to Fig. 4). Only the distribution is considered important here. Red colors indicate a high sensitivity for OH (a strongly negative adOH field) and blue colors a low sensitivity.
Fig. 10. Simulated concentration difference between Scott Base and Baring Head in 2003.